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You once fell in love with your inn. something about 

the door, the windows, or maybe the gorgeous stair-

case begged you to buy. The rest is history, and now 

you’re an innkeeper.

for your business to survive, potential guests need 

to fall in love with your inn just like you did. That’s 

where photography comes in.

Photography is the art of helping others see the world 

through your eyes.

if your guests can catch a glimpse of the way you 

IntroductIon

running your own photoshoot
see your wonderful property, bookings are bound to 

increase.

This guide will help you get started.

These tips are divided into three different areas: 

•	 subject: what you’re shooting.

•	 camera: what you’re shooting with.

•	 You: The photographer, the hands that hold the 

camera and the mind that composes the image.
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The subject is whatever lies in front of the camera, 

specifically at the focal point of the photo you capture. 

When photographing a room, the subject could be the 

bed, the dresser, or the open window. it all depends 

on what you choose to emphasize.

Your audience
When deciding what subjects to photograph, you 

must appeal to both the logos and the pathos of your 

audience.

•	 Logos: This is the logical part of your guests that 

wants facts and data about their stay. Describe 

the inn to them through pictures so they know 

exactly what to expect. Photograph all the impor-

tant parts of the inn so they fully understand the 

“what” of your inn. show them the amenities, 

the rooms, the common areas, and the grounds.

•	 Pathos: This is the emotional part of your guests, 

the part that sighs at a beautiful bedspread and 

grunts at a delicious breakfast. experiment with 

closeups, which make them feel like they are 

there. include pictures of delicious food, soft 

beds, lush vegetation, and all the charming decor 

that makes your inn so unique. Make them feel 

something, and they will be more likely to make 

a reservation.

Keep in mind that some pictures can appeal to both 

logos and pathos at the same time.

Prepare like a pro
before an event, photographers will sit and com-

pose something called a “shot list.” This is a summary 

of all the things they need to remember to shoot. This 

helps them work more efficiently during their photo 

shoot. This is a great starting point for any beginning 

photographer. if you were giving a tour of the inn, 

where would you go and what would you point out 

to a visitor? Write these things down. This list will be 

your guide when you start snapping photos. 

set the scene
choose a time for your photo shoot when guests 

aren’t around, but prepare your inn like you would 

Subject
decIdIng what to Shoot
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for a full house. after all, you’re getting ready for 

thou  sands of online guests. Vacuum the rooms and 

wash the sheets. Make the beds and polish furniture 

surfaces. go for immaculate. only when the inn is 

guest-ready is it ready for a photo shoot. Just a bit of 

housework beforehand will give your photos a “wow” 

factor.

room with a view
in a study done by expedia, they found that pictures 

of rooms that included a view “evoked more instances 

of delight than a photo of a room without a view…” it 

didn’t matter if it was a bedroom or dining room, the 

result was the same.

This was because such photos “helped the shopper 

see themselves in the context of their trip.” This type 

of shot allows them to see their room, but also creates 

an emotional response in a website visitor.

With such a perfect marriage of appeal to pathos 

and logos, include a “room with a view” shot when-

ever possible.

the golden hour
natural light is best for photos, but different times of 

day provide different light. for this reason, we gener-

ally discourage taking pictures after dark or at midday. 

for an almost magical effect, schedule your photo-

shoot during a time photographers have named “the 

golden hour.”

This time of day lasts for roughly an hour after sun-

rise, and the hour preceding sunset. This is especially 

good for exterior shots, but can also provide soft  

natural light for interior shots. to calculate when and 

how long the golden hour lasts in your area, visit   

golden-hour.com.

Subject
beSt foot forward
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a camera is a mechanical eye that captures light. 

because every camera is slightly different and every 

phone uses a different camera app, you’ll need to con-

sult your camera manual for specific instructions on 

how to operate your camera. That said, here are a few 

tips to help you feel more comfortable using your 

camera.

high resolution
set to your camera to take the highest resolution of 

photos possible. nothing says amateur like low qual-

ity pictures with lots of noise.

clean lens
a dirty lens can ruin an entire photo shoot. Particu-

larly with phone cameras, the oils on your fingers can 

smudge the lens and blur all your pictures. check the 

lens before you start snapping. When cleaning a cam-

era lens, follow the manual instructions for cleaning.

orientation
Pay attention to your camera orientation. by holding 

your camera or phone vertically (tall and skinny), 

the photos will be taken vertically. by holding it hor-

izontally (short and fat), the photos will be taken 

horizontally—a bit of a no-brainer, but important. as a 

general rule take horizontal photos. turn your phone 

on its side!

horizontal photos work better for website layout, 

they allow the subject to breathe and can also be used 

for social media. Vertical photos are ok for snapchat, 

instagram or Pinterest, but generally don’t work as well 

for websites.

focused photos
if a photo is blurry but you’ve cleaned the lens, you 

camera
SettIngS and mechanIcS
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image with and without hDr and keep the better 

image.

be careful with hDr when:

•	 There is movement in your picture (blowing veg-

etation can cause the image to come out blurry)

•	 Vivid colors are being photographed (they some-

times become more drab)

White balance
sometimes a photo comes out tinted blue or yel-

low. This means that your source of light (the sun, a 

light bulb, etc.) has a certain temperature of color 

that is tinting your image. Usually digital cameras will 

auto adjust, but if you’re having issues with certain 

hues invading your photos, experiment with different 

settings of white balance. Most digital cameras have pre-

sets like “cloudy” or “incandescent” that state what 

sources of light they can compensate for.

probably didn’t focus. When using a phone, on the 

screen tap the part of the image that you would like 

to focus on. if you’re using a camera, press the capture 

button partially down, wait a moment, and then push 

down completely.

if photos are still coming out blurry, unsteady hands 

are usually the culprit. try a more solid stance by rest-

ing your elbows against your body, or by crouching 

and resting your elbows on your knees. You can also 

prop the camera against something solid, or use a tri-

pod (they do make these for cell phones as well).

hDr
hDr stands for high Dynamic range. This feature 

can be used for scenes that have really bright spots 

(windows or light fixtures) and really dark spots (in 

corners and under furniture). by using hDr, the cam-

era takes the bright and dark points into account and 

averages them. This can create detailed images that 

look more vibrant, that really “pop.” if your camera 

has this feature, experiment with it. capture the same 

camera
featureS and fIlterS
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The subject and the camera are important, but the 

person behind the camera composes the image. You 

are the artist! The composition determines how intel-

lectually interesting and emotionally engaging the 

picture turns out. here are a few tips to help you cre-

ate a truly beautiful beautiful picture.

the rule of thirds
Use the rule of thirds to emphasize the subject of 

a photo. it is a natural tendency to center the sub-

ject, but this is can be a mistake. by placing the subject 

off-center, it invites the viewer to explore the pho-

tograph. Divide a photo vertically and horizontally 

into thirds. Position your subject in one of the areas of 

intersection.

Most cameras have a setting that places these grid 

lines across the preview screen. This can be helpful 

until you get a feel for this rule of composition. check 

the settings of your camera and try turning them on.

Leading lines
Pay attention to the direction of the natural lines in a 

photo, and where they are leading your viewer. in the 

image to the left, the fence, the cliff, and the horizon 

all lead the eye toward the lighthouse. in a similar 

way, your inn is full of leading lines. Look at the way 

furniture, walls and windows point your view toward 

certain objects. While you should almost always keep 

your camera level with the horizon, by taking photo 

from an angle you can use leading lines to emphasize 

your subject.

framing
framing is similar to leading lines in that it helps 

you direct the viewers attention. The difference is that 

You
compoSIng the photo
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instead of leading directly to the subject, framing high-

lights the subject by encircling it. it’s similar to drawing 

a box around a part of your photo with a marker.  

Watch for naturally occurring frames that surround 

the subject. This can be furniture, walls, windows or 

vegetation. This focuses the eye on the subject, and 

creates overall structure for your photo.

corner exits
to create better flow in your photos, it can help to 

have some sort of leading line exiting the photo in 

a corner, specifically the bottom right. in the above 

photo, the staircase naturally exits to the right. This 

allows the viewer to read the photo like the page of a 

book, finishing at the bottom of the page. experiment 

with this technique to improve your photo composi-

tion.

other techniques
There are a lot more photo composition techniques 

floating around on the web. if you found this section 

interesting, a google search of something like “photo 

composition techniques” would be worth a look. 

You
compoSIng the photo
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•	 brightness: You can always adjust the light in a 

photo. You can raise and lower the brightness 

by dragging the pointer up or down. if you need 

to make dramatic brightness adjustments, con-

sider retaking the photo during a more well-lit 

time of day.

•	 contrast: This is the difference between the light 

and dark portions of the picture. raising con-

trast sharpens the image, deepening dark parts 

and brightening light parts. Lowering the con-

trast softens and fades the image.

•	 self-restraint: Don’t over-edit. When adjust-

ing the brightness and contrast especially, avoid 

making the photo look surreal. hyper colors or 

contrast look unprofessional, almost like you’ve 

run your photo through an instagram filter.

Photo editing
While most editing is unneeded when you use the 

photo tips of this article effectively, here’s a brief list of 

basic photo editing techniques to consider:

•	 auto adjustment: some programs can naturalize 

colors and light with a single click of the mouse. 

some of these might include auto correct, auto 

tone, auto contrast, auto Levels, and auto col-

ors. Usually when opening an editing feature, 

there is always the option to run an auto adjust-

ment. compare the photo before and after by 

running the automatic correction, then press-

ing ctrl + Z (Mac users command + Z) on the 

keyboard to undo the change. Use whichever 

version of the photo looks better.

•	 cropping: You can cut off portions of the image 

in order to better position the subject. This can 

help you to take out distracting elements close 

to the edges of the image. You can also use the 

rule of thirds after the fact with cropping.

photo edItIng
baSIc tweakS and touch-upS
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best wishes!


